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Abstract— 2D LiDAR SLAM (Simultaneous Local-
ization and Mapping) is widely used in indoor envi-
ronments due to its stability and flexibility. However,
its mapping procedure is usually operated by a joystick
in static environments, while indoor environments often
are dynamic with moving objects such as people. The
generated map with noisy points due to the dynamic
objects is usually incomplete and distorted. To address
this problem, we propose a framework of 2D-LiDAR-
based SLAM without manual control that effectively
excludes dynamic objects (people) and simplify the
process for a robot to map an environment. The
framework, which includes three parts: people track-
ing, filtering and following. We verify our proposed
framework in experiments with two classic 2D-LiDAR-
based SLAM algorithms in indoor environments. The
results show that this framework is effective in handling
dynamic objects and reducing the mapping error.

I. INTRODUCTION

2D LiDAR SLAM is a popular research topic in
autonomous navigation [1]. It plays an important role
in a number of applications with UGVs (Unmanned
Ground Vehicles) operating in such environments as
intelligent home, unmanned factory, shopping malls
and so on. For most UGVs, the key step of 2D LiDAR
SLAM is to integrate the current scan to the current
map based on the odometry and the pose estimated
by scan matching. In addition, it is generally assumed
that the robot is moving in a static environment. How-
ever, real-world environments are usually populated
with dynamic objects such as people. Scan points
with noisy dynamic objects add uncertainty and thus
can lead to inaccuracy of localization and mapping
[2] [3].

Recently, many works [4] [5] about removing
dynamic objects to build an accurate map purely from
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Fig. 1. (a) People tracking and following in dynamic environ-
ments. With people following, the robot can generate a smooth
trajectory with human-like motion. (b) Raw scan points with
dynamic objects (people). With this noisy sensor input, the pose
estimation of the robot is inaccurate, resulting a distorted map.
(c) People are filtered from the scan points and, with this clean
input, the generated map is more accurate and complete than (b).

LiDAR point clouds have been proposed. With the
development of LiDAR semantic segmentation [6]–
[8], points with class labels of dynamic objects can
be directly excluded for improved localization and
mapping [9]–[11]. However, these works are 3D-
LiDAR-based with sufficient information so that it is
possible to detect dynamic objects more easily than
if a robot is equipped with only 2D-LiDAR.

Most existing SLAM research assumes human
intervention or interaction for navigation decision
where a robot is manually driven, with a joystick
for example. In other cases such as an assistive
and service robot system [12] [13], a robot can
make its navigation decision by tracking a person.
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Fig. 2. The framework comprising people tracking, filtering & SLAM and following modules.

In the SLAM procedure, in general, HRI [14] can
also provide a means for humans to convey their
intentions to the robot, generate a purposeful robot
motion, and improve mapping efficiency. In other
words, people can directly guide a robot to explore an
environment without a joystick. In this way, a human-
like exploratory trajectory can be generated as an
additional component in a complete SLAM system.
However, a leading human represents a persistent
dynamic object in front of the robot to interfere
with its mapping operation, and the problem needs
to be carefully managed, together with other dynamic
objects, in order for the resulting map to be accurate.

In this paper, we propose a framework to combine
people tracking and following with dynamic object
removal in 2D LiDAR SLAM. The people tracking
method is based on our previous work [15], which
detects people by recognizing the two legs in a 2D
LiDAR scan. We show through experiments that, with
this framework, the interference due to people around
the robot can be mitigated, resulting in a high-quality
map. The ability to follow people while performing
SLAM leads to a smooth motion trajectory and
operational convenience.

II. METHOD

A. People tracking

The real-time people tracking algorithm [15] is
employed in our work. We review the work in
this section for the completeness of presentation. It
comprises two steps: 1) LIDAR scan clustering and
detection and 2) tracking with the combination of
the Kalman filter [16] and GNN (Global Nearest
Neighbor) [17] for data association.

Firstly, the points from LiDAR are clustered with
a distance threshold α. The threshold is small enough
to separate two legs. Moreover, the clusters with less

than β points are considered as noise and discarded.
The clusters are further classified for human recog-
nition by a random forest classifier [18]. Moreover,
the random forest can output a confidence, and a
threshold γ is used to prune the false positives. After
the above LiDAR scan clustering and classification
procedure, the detected clusters can be defined as:

Yk = {y1
k,y

2
k,y

3
k, · · · ,y

Mk

k } (1)

Yk represents the observation vector at timestep k
and it drives a Kalman filter to be described below.
Mk is the number of observations at time k. yj

k =
[x y]T of a cluster is the position on a 2D plane.

Secondly, the positions of all the clusters are indi-
vidually tracked using a Kalman filter. Data associa-
tion of tracked clusters is solved by GNN. The set of
tracked objects are defined as:

Xk = {x1
k,x

2
k,x

3
k, · · · ,x

Nk

k } (2)

where Nk is the number of tracked people at time k.
State variables to be estimated for each person are
defined as xj

k = [x y ẋ ẏ]T in terms of the position
and the velocity of a cluster in 2D, j = 1...Nk. At
timestep k, the motion model is defined as:

xj
k = Axj

k−1 + w (3a)

where a constant velocity model is assumed, with the
state transformation matrix:

A =


1 0 ∆t 0
0 1 0 ∆t
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 (3b)

And the observation model is:

yj
k = Hxj

k + v (3c)

where observation only contains the position of a



cluster, so the observation matrix is defined as:

H =

[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

]
(3d)

The noises are assumed to be Gaussian white noise,
where the covariance is defined as: w ∼ N (0,Q)
and v ∼ N (0,R) where Q = qI and R = rI. q
is dependent on the frequency of the LiDAR scan
(smaller for higher frequency), and r is determined
by the accuracy of the LiDAR scan. A Kalman filter
is then applied to update each person track xj

k:

P̌j
k = AP̂j

k−1A
T + Q (4a)

x̌j
k = Ax̂j

k−1 (4b)

Kj
k = P̌j

kH
T (HP̌j

kH
T + R)−1 (4c)

P̂j
k = (I−Kj

kH)P̌j
k (4d)

x̂j
k = x̌j

k + Kj
k(yj

k −Hx̌j
k) (4e)

where the state initialization is defined as:

x̌j
0 = [x y 0 0]T (5a)

and the state covariance initialization is defined as:

P̌j
0 =


0.05 0 0 0

0 0.05 0 0
0 0 0.05 0
0 0 0 0.05

 (5b)

To match observations yk and tracks from the
previous time xk−1 to update new tracks xk, the GNN
data association algorithm of Munkres assignment
[19] is used. With the Munkres assignment algorithm,
a cost matrix in terms of the distance between detec-
tion yk and previous track xk−1 is minimized. From
the optimized cost matrix, an assignment between the
detections and tracks can be obtained.

The previous tracks have two states: 1) the tracks
xj
k−1 with matched detections yj

k, which can be
updated with the Kalman filter to produce the new
positions xj

k; 2) the tracks xj
k−1 without matched

detections, which are updated with motion infor-
mation only. The detections without matched tracks
are initialized as new tracks with initial state of
xj
0 = [x y 0 0]T . Every track maintains a confidence

denoted as cjk, which is computed as following:

cjk = 0.95cjk−1 + 0.05dc(y
i
k) (6)

where dc(yik) is the confidence of ith detection of jth
track. This confidence is produced by a random forest
classifier that has been trained offline.

Furthermore, an odometry-corrected local occu-
pancy grid map is built and updated for the detections

TABLE I
COMPARISON AMONG THREE METHODS FOR GUIDING A

ROBOT IN ITS MAPPING OPERATION (THE NUMBER OF +

REPRESENTS THE RELATIVE PERFORMANCE)

People following Joystick control Random exploration

Convenience ++ + + + +
Time saving + + + + + + +

Motion smoothness + + + + ++
Safety + + + ++ +

without matched tracks. So all grid cells are defined
to be free if they are not occupied by non-human
static objects detections.

To initialize the people tracks with stable perfor-
mance, the following criteria are used for judging a
pair of tracked clusters: 1) both are moved by a fixed
distance δ, 2) the confidences of both tracks are above
a threshold cmin, and 3) both are in free in the local
occupancy grid map. Finally, when the first element
of the state covariance P̌k is larger than a threshold
ε or if the confidence is below the threshold cmin, a
people track is deleted.

B. People filter and SLAM

After people detection initialization and deletion,
stable people tracks can be obtained. So in the local
occupancy grid map, there are two kinds of occupied
grid cells in terms of people and non-people. Further,
since the reference frame of the local occupancy grid
map is the same as the raw scan, we can filter the
dynamic objects directly with the position estimation
of people tracks. Specifically, for each LiDAR scan
point, it is considered as coming from a person if
its Euclidean distance from any of the people tracks
is less than a given threshold ζ. A larger threshold
indicates fewer false positives of dynamic objects
(i.e., people), at the expense of a less complete scan
due to wrong deletion of the static objects.

Once points in the LiDAR scan that belong to
people have been removed, the filtered scan can be
fed into 2D LiDAR SLAM. Our framework works
for any such algorithms but we examine two popu-
lar representatives in our research: GMapping [20]
and Cartographer [21]. GMapping is a filter-based
SLAM, where wheel odometry is used for predic-
tion, and the estimated pose by scan-map matching
for correction. Cartographer is an optimization-based
SLAM with well-designed filters and optimization
processes. Given odometry information and LIDAR
scan, Cartographer firstly uses voxel filters to down-
sample the scan. After that, optimization-based scan-



map matching is used to add a new scan to its current
submap while the wheel odometry information is
used as an initialized pose. Lastly, global optimization
is run to align the submaps for a coherent global map.
In our experiments, to be described shortly, we use
non-filtered and filtered scans as input separately to
demonstrate the benefit of dynamic object filtering in
terms of its adaptation ability.

C. People following

Among the methods used in guiding a robot in its
mapping procedure, our comparison between people
following, joystick control and random exploration is
shown in Table I. It shows that guiding robot mapping
by people following could potentially have significant
advantages.

At the onset of each experiment, a target person,
for example, a detected person closest to the robot,
is selected to be followed. At each time instance, the
position error is computed from the followed person
with respect to the robot. With the aim of maintaining
a fixed following distance, a trajectory toward the
followed person can be generated. For the genera-
tion of a smooth and accurate following trajectory,
a PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) controller is
used for motion execution. In our control strategy,
only angular and linear velocity of the robot are
controlled independently, although our robot in this
study (Clearpath Dingo) is holonomic.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Environmental setup

We evaluate our framework with two LIDAR
SLAM algorithms (GMapping [20] and Cartographer
[21]) in two environments including a corridor and
a meeting room in a typical office building, shown
in Figure 3. Each experiment is composed of three
sub-experiments including no-people, 1-person and
2-people. No-people means there are no people during
the mapping procedure, and this experiment involves
a static environment, and produces the baseline per-
formance. It is worth mentioning that the no-people
experiment is carefully conducted with slow and
smooth motion so that the generated map is of high-
quality enough to be used as our ground truth map. 1-
person implies the people following is added with one
leading person, and 2-people is conducted with two
people walking in front of the robot, one of whom is
the leader to be tracked. Each experiment of 1-person
and 2-people is repeated 5 times to allow us to draw
statistical conclusions.

(a) corridor (b) meeting room

Fig. 3. The environments with a) a long corridor with a platform;
b) a meeting room with chairs and a big table.

TABLE II
DISTANCE THRESHOLD (M) AND OTHER SCALARS. α

INDICATES THE MINIMUM DISTANCE OF LEG POINT. β IS THE

MINIMUM NUMBER OF POINTS FOR CLUSTERING. γ IS A

CONFIDENCE THRESHOLD FOR REDUCING FALSE POSITIVES

OF CLUSTERS. δ IS A DISTANCE THRESHOLD FOR TRACKS

INITIATION. ε IS THE MINIMUM STATE COVARIANCE FOR

DELETING WRONG TRACKS. ζ IS A DISTANCE THRESHOLD

FOR PEOPLE FILTERING. cmin IS A CONFIDENCE THRESHOLD

FOR PEOPLE DELETION. q AND r ARE COVARIANCE FACTOR

FOR KALMAN FILTER.

α β γ δ ε ζ cmin q r

0.13 3 0.3 0.5 0.9 0.35 0.1 0.05 0.1

Some detailed implementations are as follows. All
the thresholds in people tracking, shown in Table
II, can be adjusted according to the actual exper-
iment. The resolution of the generated map is set
to 0.02 m for both GMapping and Cartographer.
The experiment is conducted based on ROS (Robot
Operating System). A Clearpath Dingo-O, a Hokuyo
UTM-30LX and a laptop with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-
10200H CPU @ 2.40GHz are used in the exper-
iments. For the Hokuyo UTM-30LX, its detection
range is 0.1-30 m in a field of view of 270◦ at the
angular resolution of 0.25◦. The scanning frequency
is 40 Hz.

B. Evaluation metric

In this paper, ADNN [22] (average distance to
the nearest neighbor) is calculated to characterize the
quality of the map built, and it serves as the perfor-
mance metric to evaluate different algorithms. ADNN
is calculated after first registering the estimated map
and ground truth (the map generated with no-people
setting). We adopt PCA [23] to align their centroids
and the angle between their first eigenvectors for
coarse registration, followed by an ICP [24] for fine



(a) GMapping

(b) Cartographer

Fig. 4. Generated maps of the corridor. The red one is the
ground truth map and the blue one is the estimated map with
the 2-people setting. The upper one uses raw LIDAR scans for
mapping and the bottom one uses filtered scans with dynamic
object removal are as input.

registration. Secondly, NN (nearest neighbor)1 search
is used to find the correspondences between points in
the map being evaluated and those in the ground truth
map. ADNN is calculated as below:

ADNN =
1

N

N∑
i=1

√
(uesti − u

gt
i )2 + (vesti − v

gt
i )2

(7)
where N is the number of the occupied cells in the
ground truth map. u and v are the coordinates of the
map, and point at (uesti , vesti ) in the estimated map is
the nearest neighbor of point (ugti , v

gt
i ) in the ground

truth map.

C. Results and discussion

For the results of the corridor, as shown in Figure
4(a), the map with raw scans is with serious dis-
tortion, while the map with filtered ones is almost
the same as the ground truth map. Quantitatively,

1A function for finding the nearest point and returning an
euclidean distance from Scikit-learn [25]

(a) GMapping (b) Cartographer

Fig. 5. Generated maps of the meeting room.

as shown in the GMapping plot of the Figure 6(a),
for all metrics of the mapping quality, e.g., mean,
maximum error and minimum error, the filtered case
with dynamic object removal is superior to the one
without filtering. Specifically, in the 1-person, the
mean error of our algorithm with scan filtering is 4.98
cm versus 39.36 cm of the non-filtered case. While in
the 2-people experiment, it is 5.90 cm versus 80.24
cm. For Cartographer, as shown in Figure 4(b) and
6(a), the mean error of the filtered one is 1.36 cm
lower than 2.16 cm of the non-filtered one. Although
the difference of mean ADNN is minor, the edge of
the map built with non-filtered scans is clearly flawed
with two linear structures for the same wall. Besides,
even with only raw scans without filtering, Cartogra-
pher performs better than GMapping significantly.

The superior performance of Cartographer to
GMapping in the case of dynamic objects could be
attributed to their internal algorithmic steps. GMap-
ping is a filter-based SLAM without explicit steps for
removing outliers. Therefore a scan with dynamic ob-
jects can easily impact the performance of the system.
In contrast, Cartographer is an optimization-based
SLAM and its voxel filter is effective in mitigating
the effect of the noisy LiDAR points due to dynamic
objects. The points of the legs could be sparser
with voxel filter down-sampling in Cartographer, and
local and global optimizations can minimize the error
introduced by scan points due to dynamic objects.

For the performance in the meeting room, as shown
in Figures 5 and 6(b), GMapping can perform better
with filtered scans, reducing the error to 10.46 cm
mean error in the 1-person case and to 10.30 cm in
the 2-people case. Cartographer acts similarly with



(a) Corridor

(b) Meeting room

Fig. 6. Box plots of mapping error with/without dynamic object removal. (a) Experiments are conducted in the corridor, where the
mean error with filtered scan is 5.90 cm versus 80.24 cm of the non-filtered scan in the case of 2-people using GMapping. (b) In the
meeting room, dynamic object removal is also beneficial for GMapping, while it is not improved much for Cartographer.

filtered scans and raw scans. The similar performance
of Cartographer with and without filtering in this
environment could be due to the fact that the meeting
room is smaller than the corridor and full of distinc-
tive physical features. So the optimization-based scan
matching can provide more precise pose estimation.
However, comparing both generated maps, the map
with filtered scans is more complete while the map
with raw scans lack some edges of the central table.

From the above observations and analysis, we can
infer that, in the experimental environments, the effect
of the people can be efficiently mitigated with our
framework.

IV. CONCLUSION

We propose a framework comprising people track-
ing, following and filtering for 2D LiDAR SLAM
in indoor dynamic environments. The results of the
experiments indicate that the framework is effective
in removing dynamic objects and improving map
accuracy in dynamic environments. Another observa-
tion is that Cartographer is more robust to dynamic
people than GMapping. Lastly, if people following
is a convenient way to guide a robot through an

environment and build its map, then our framework
provides a solution that effectively removes the effect
of interference caused by people moving in front of
the robot.

In the future, several works can be expanded from
this framework, including evaluating the framework
in various environments with a large range of com-
plexity in terms of the number of people and com-
bining vision with LiDAR in detecting, tracking and
filtering dynamic objects.
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